
This year’s Scheduling Season
is going to be a Whole
New Ballgame

COVID-19 has thrown school districts a major curveball this year, but
PowerSchool has the knowledge and expertise to help you meet these
challenges head-on. We have a wide variety of training and consultation 
offerings that will help you step up to the plate and knock it out of the park!

For more information about PowerSchool’s Scheduling offerings, 
email us at training@powerschool.com or call 866-288-1550
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How do we use PowerScheduler to create blended 
learning schedules?
Can we use PowerScheduler to create different 
kinds of schedules (Virtual, Face to Face, Blended)?
How do we pivot on our master schedule at
the last second?

What are the considerations for 
building a new schedule?
What is the right model for us?
Where do we need to build capacity
in our master schedule?

How can multiple bell schedules support 
instruction?
How do I build a schedule to meet the needs 
of learners in different environments?
How do I build teaming and collaboration into 
a virtual setting with a master schedule?

Product Training

Achievement Practices

How is remote synchronous and asynchronous
attendance measured systematically?
How do we modify our attendance
policies and setup?
How can we use enterprise reporting
to examine attendance patterns?

How do new attendance practices
impact ESSA requirements?
How do we need to redefine
attendance policy?
How do we manage chronic absenteeism
and student engagement?

Product Training

Achievement Practices

What does our new workflow from student
placement to master schedule look like?
What system data do I use to determine
student placement?
How do I determine student gaps
with assessments?

What is the right assessment strategy
for a blended environment?
Does an effective assessment look
different in a virtual setting?
How do we design knowledge sharing around 
students based on the resources we have available?

Learn to create new schedules with robust features 
that you have never used before. Our PowerScheduler  
        training offerings will help you face the

challenges of the upcoming school year.

We will support district leaders in determining the 
scheduling practices that work best for their district; 
Scheduling that positively impacts student learning 
and educator professional growth.

Through conceptual discussions and
creative exercises, Master Schedule
Building Workshop will show you how to
create an impactful and effective schedule.

Taking attendance has never been more     
complicated! We’ll work with your district  

          leadership to redefine and develop policies to 
manage attendance and student engagement.

We will ensure that your district is tracking      
and analyzing multiple, holistic data sets to 

         provide a clear vision for student placement and 
identifying the learning gaps.

Learn to create new Attendance Codes, redo
    Attendance Conversions, and design new
       reporting features. Explore a new feature
        for taking blended attendance.

Ensure you are effectively using grade scales
   and analytics to inform strategic decision           
      making with our PowerSchool Performance  
        Matters Training.


